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THE AODH
ULTRA-RARE WHISKEY & INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
A whiskey of near-mythical rarity; a bottle of futuristic brilliance. A
dance of cask, time and skill to craft a whiskey of daring character,
presented in a bottle that draws on technological innovation to elevate
and astound.
With only 88 bottles ever released, The Aodh, pronounced ‘The A’, is a
never-to-be-repeated Irish whiskey of exceptional rarity. Drawn from
two small, custom-built Sherry Oloroso barrels, one of 50l and another
of just 40l, The Aodh’s rich, almost spellbinding depth, is the result of
an unparalleled two years spent in these small finishing barrels.
Call us or write to us to know more about this Ultra rear Single Malt
Whiskey, innovative from every side. Just a few bottles left.
www.blck.luxury / 9550569003.
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An interesting month at BLCK LUXURY. With our exclusive gifting package called Car-d seeing a huge demand,
thanks to the festive season. Our association with 221 luxury, the worlds most exclusive luxury network, bringing
BLCK one more step closer to creating the worlds largest Luxury Mobility (LUXILITY) eco system. From this edition
of luxtter we will bring you some of the finest and ultra-rare luxury goods that you could get your hands on...cars,
yachts, real estate, wines, arts and much more. Enjoy the read.

"My tastes are simple, I am easily satisfied with the best"
-Winston Churchill
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Lexus Forever
2023 Lexus RX 500h, the hybrid electric Lexus took
Centre stage at the premiere of Marvel Studios "Black
Panther : Wakanda forever".  
The RX was custom wrapped as a tribute to the new
movie, complete with Black Panther claw decals on
the hood, behind the car was an LED screen  featuring  
exclusive clips from Lexus.
This is not the first time Lexus has collaborated with
Marvel studios, they have been part of Marvel
creations two times earlier.
Lexus also has Danai Gurira, one of the stars of Black
Panther in its latest commercial.
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In India
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Four Luxury vehicles, every hour
the first nine months of 2022 saw 4 luxury vehicles being
sold every hour in India. Is this the sign of a strong rebound
of the Indian economy which has the third largest billioniare
population globally.
The growing disposable income have been spurring
purchases, especially among start up owners and young
professionals. Over 25000 luxury vehicles were sold in the
segment in the first nine months of the year - an increase of
32% compared to the same period last year.
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50 Jahre M Edition
Beast
BMW India has lunched the
'Jahre M Edition' of the X6 in
India. 
Priced at 1.11 Cr, its a CBU
and is available only in
limited numbers and can be
booked exclusively online.
The 3 ltr, inline 6 cylinder
petrol engine produces a
whopping 340hp and a torque
of 450Nm. The beast hits 100
Km/hr in just 5.5 secs and
has atop speed of 250Km/h.
The cabin comes with a
premium Harman Kardon
Surround sound and a 4-zone
air conditioning.  
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The Bvlgari's Mangalsutra
Bvlgari's Indian love affair started with the launch of the traditional
Mangalsutra during the 2021 wedding season. Then it went on to
appoint Priyanka Chopra Jonas as its global ambassador.
The Bvlgari Mangalsutra - a piece of jewellery worn by married Hindu
women from different communities. Set in 18-carat yellow gold, the
Bvlgari Mangalsutra features five circles—reminiscent of the brand’s
signature circular motif—studded with pavé diamonds and round black
onyx inserts, whose inclusion is integral to the traditional design.
Priced at Rs 3.82 lakh, the Bvlgari Mangalsutra has been a success with
a three-month waiting period. 
It is just not the luxury automobiles that command a waiting period in
India, its everything luxury that has a waiting period attached to it,
jewels to watches to perfumes to ...
Bvlgari re-established itself in India with the launch of Mangalsutra
after shutting shop in 2011. It now boasts of exclusive flagship stores in  
New Delhi and soon to open another one in Mumbai. 

“I love luxury. And luxury lies not in richness and ornateness but
in the absence of vulgarity. Vulgarity is the ugliest word in our
language. I stay in the game to fight it.”

-Coco Chanel
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The Soul of your car
What would it be like, if the next
vehicle you buy is decided by the
OS of your mobile phone. Will it be
IOS or Android.
Cars are becoming something like
smartphone on wheels especially
the new generation of electric
vehicles. Music apps to shopping
and banking apps are now very
common on connected cars.
Google and Apple both have
systems—called Android Auto and
CarPlay—that mirror phone apps
on vehicles’ displays. Google has
gone further in announcing
Android Automotive in 2017,
which is an OS installed on the
vehicle itself.
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Caviar or Porsche 911
The most expensive food you could
consume is White Gold Caviar. It comes
from the almost-extinct Siberian Albino
Sturgeon, an extremely rare type of
sturgeon. You could actually buy a
Porsche 911 or a Tesla Model S for less
than the cost of one tiny tin of White
Gold Caviar, produced exclusively by
Walter Gruell and his son Patrick on
their Salzburg fish farm in Austria. Once
harvested, the fish eggs are dehydrated
and sprinkled with 22-karat edible gold
leaf, and then sold at around £80 000
per kilogram.

The OS would control the infotainment system of the car, rather than displaying a version of the phones screen.
Android Automotive is the thing that turns the screens in many new vehicles into what is more or less an Android-
powered tablet that runs Android apps customized for cars. Auto makers can also license Google’s own apps and
services, like Maps and Assistant, through an arrangement it calls Google Automotive Services, although this is
optional. Android Automotive can do much more than Android Auto, by gathering all sorts of data from other parts
of the car, like its speed, battery status, heating and air conditioning, and pretty much anything else an auto maker
wants to make available to Google’s software.
Apple is close at heals with its new developments for OEM's and will be available on many makes going forward.
Apple creates its own eco-system along with apple tv, watch, phone, Mac and now the car.

What makes this caviar special and
expensive, the Albino sturgeon needs 8 to 10
years to be ready for harvest and to obtain
1Kg of finite product, 5Kg of sturgeon roe
must be dehydrated. The quality, texture and
aroma comes from the unpolluted water
springs out of the Austrian mountains, which
is the natural environment of the albino
sturgeon.
Some of the other expensive caviars include
Strottarga Bianco Caviar, Almas Caviar,
Osetra Caviar and Iranian Sevruga Caviar. So
is it going to be the 911 or the Caviar. 
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Electric 'Spectre'
October 18th 2022, Goodwood saw the
launch of the first ever electric  motor car
from Rolls Royce. 
“I believe Spectre is the most perfect product
that Rolls-Royce has ever produced,” said
Torsten Müller -Ötvös, the company’s CEO, at
the new model’s debut. “This is the start of a
bold new chapter for our marque.”
The four-seat car is a big, slick and
aerodynamic fastback that retains that very
upright front chrome grille, albeit in wider
form, and lit up with 22 LEDs. The Spirit of
Ecstasy hood ornament is in place, but now
she’s “aero tuned.” 

Gucci, Burberry Join Booming Secondhand Luxury
Trade. The second hand luxury goods market is
booming globally and creating dilemma for makers
of high-end handbags, fashion and jewelry. 
More often, luxury goods can be resold for around
three quarters of their original price, provided they
are relatively new and in mint condition, according
to industry executives. Prices for used vintage ware
can vary widely depending on the item in question.
Vintage is a subset of secondhand fashion that
includes items that are typically older and rarer.
Most secondhand trades involve individuals using an
online resale platform serving as the middleman.
They take place without the involvement of luxury
goods makers. But companies are testing ways to get
a slice of those sales. Kering’s British label Alexander
McQueen, for instance, offers to buy back its
products directly from customers and then resells
them on Vestiaire with a “brand approved” sticker.
The label demonstrates the brand’s participation in
verifying the item as genuine.
Burberry and Stella McCartney have similar deals
with RealReal.

 

Range is 260 miles, but Rolls did not disclose the size of
the battery pack or details about the electric motors.
The vehicle produces 577 horsepower and 664 pound-
feet of torque, allowing a not-yet-final 4.4-second zero
to 60 time “just like a Ghost, or maybe a little better,”
Spahn says. Top speed is an electronically limited 155
miles per hour. 
The Spectre’s interior looks very modern, especially for
Rolls. There are multi-colored seats with many
customer options and the company’s famous stars, in
the headliner, dashboard, and the door cards. The two
doors are rear hinged and electrically operated, a recent
Rolls practice.
There’s no pricing yet, but Spahn says it would be “a
little above the Cullinan [US$350,000], and a little
below the Phantom [US$460,000].” In other words,
perhaps US$400,000.
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Old is New


